
Does the use of a Structured List of Psychotropic Medications Improve 
Intake Packet Completion Rate in the Psychiatric Outpatient Clinic Setting? 

Introduction 
• The psychiatric patient's list of past psychotropic trials is one of the most important parts of the 

patient's history. 
 

• The current patient intake packet used at Elmira Behavioral Health outpatient psychiatric clinic has a 
somewhat poor completion rate. 
 

• The intake packet is 7 pages long, and the last page contains a blank table that asks the patient to 
list their past psychotropic medications, the date of the trials, and whether the medication was 
helpful. 
 

• Often, the table will be left blank, likely because of a combination of poor recall and patient fatigue. 
Furthermore, during the initial patient interview, the patient will often acknowledge past medication 
trials when prompted by the interviewer, medication trials which the patient did not write down in the 
packet.  

 
Aim 
• The purpose of this quality improvement study is to increase the average number of past 

psychotropic trials acknowledged by patients filling out the intake packet. 
 

• A new intake packet will be created, which contains a structured list of commonly prescribed 
psychotropic medications, and the patient will simply have to circle the names of medications rather 
than remember them. 
 

• Generic and trade names will be included. 
 

• A request for dates of medication trials and medication efficacy will not be included in order to 
simplify the process for the patient. 
 

• Also, the structured medication list will be located on the first page of the packet, which we 
hypothesize will increase the likelihood of patients accurately and more thoroughly acknowledging 
past psychotropic trials. 
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Methods 
● The study is a prospective observational study of two cohorts of patients. 
● One cohort will be administered the currently used psychiatric outpatient clinic intake form, which 

contains a blank psychotropic medication history sheet on the last page of the form. 
● The other cohort will be administered the new intake form, which is identical to the old form except 

that it contains the structured list of psychotropic medications, which is located on the first page of 
the packet. 

 
● Regarding randomization, the type of intake packet (new vs. old) that will be mailed to the patient will 

alternate from one week to the next. 
● So, for example, on Week One, every intake packet that will be sent will be the new intake packet. 
● On Week Two, every intake packet that will be sent will be the old intake packet, etc. 
● If a patient does not receive an intake packet by mail or if they forget to bring it to the appointment, 

they will be given the option to fill out the intake packet when they arrive in the office for the 
appointment. 

● At that time, the choice of intake packet (new vs. old) can be based on the week on which that 
patient's intake packet was initially sent. 

Results 
● As this is an ongoing study, data will be gathered by the investigators. 

 
● At regular intervals, the investigators will record the number of psychotropic medication trials that were 

listed by patients on each form and will transfer that number to a password protected spreadsheet. 
 

● In order to ensure complete patient privacy, the study spreadsheet will contain no identifying 
information whatsoever, including name, date of birth, age, gender, or date of service. 
 

● Instead, the study spreadsheet will contain only the number of psychotropic medication trials listed by 
each patient, making it impossible to link that number to a given patient.  

 

Primary Outcome Measure 
● The average number of past psychotropic trials acknowledged by patients using the new intake form 

(which contains the structured list of psychotropic medications) versus the old intake form. 

Conclusions and Limitations 
● The psychiatric patient's list of past psychotropic trials plays a critical role in guiding the psychotropic 

medication decision-making process. In addition, the list of past psychotropic trials can sometimes help 
clarify the patient's diagnosis.  
 

● Our hypothesis is that use of a structured list of psychotropic medications will increase the average 
number of past psychotropic trials acknowledged by patients filling out the intake packet in the 
psychiatric outpatient clinic setting. 

● If this study suggests that more accurate psychotropic medication histories are obtained through the 
new structured intake form, it will be adopted permanently and will benefit the intake data collection 
paradigm and streamline psychotropic medication decision-making processes. 

 
● One limitation of this study is that patients whose intake appointment is done through telemedicine will 

not have filled out an intake packet. 
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